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Abstract— This paper deals with closure properties of models
of fuzzy attribute implications. Fuzzy attribute implications are
particular IF-THEN rules which can be interpreted in data tables
with fuzzy attributes and/or ranked data tables over domains
with similarity relations. We show that models of any set of
fuzzy attribute implications form a fuzzy closure system with
hedge. Conversely, we show that each fuzzy closure system with
hedge can be seen as a system of models of some set of fuzzy
attribute implications. Furthermore, we show applications of the
closure properties: we describe semantic entailment from fuzzy
attribute implications using least models and show a method for
generating of non-redundant sets of dependencies which are true
in a given data table with fuzzy attributes.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

The study of closure properties of model classes of various
families of formulas proved to be important from both the
theoretical and applicational points of view. Model-theoretical
properties of theories are the subject of study of model
theory [10] which is now a well-developed part of mathe-
matical logic. In this paper we deal with closure properties
of models of fuzzy attribute implications and show their
applications in analysis of data with fuzzy attributes. Fuzzy
attribute implications (FAIs) were thoroughly studied in [2],
[4], [5], [6], [8], see also [16] for a related approach. FAIs
are formulas of the fromA ⇒ B, where A and B are
fuzzy sets of attributes, meaning “ifA, then B”. In our
previous papers we introduced two basic interpretations of
FAIs: (i) interpretation in data tables with fuzzy attributes,
(ii) interpretation in ranked data tables over domains with
similarities, see [6] and [7] for surveys. In this paper we focus
on closure properties of models of FAIs. For technical reasons,
we focus only on the first type of interpretation of FAIs. On
the other hand, the presented results can also be extended for
the other interpretation. We show that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between collections of all models of sets of
FAIs and particular fuzzy closure systems. This result will be
further used to obtain a characterization of semantic entailment
from sets of FAIs using the concept of a least model. Finally,
we show an application of the results for data analysis—a
method for computing of non-redundant bases of data tables
with fuzzy attributes.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section we survey basic notions of fuzzy logic, fuzzy
sets, and fuzzy closure operators with hedges which will be
used in further sections. A complete residuated lattice with
hedge, which is our basic structure of truth degrees, is an
algebraL = 〈L,∧,∨,⊗,→, ∗, 0, 1〉 such that〈L,∧,∨, 0, 1〉 is

a complete lattice with0 and 1 being the least and greatest
element ofL, respectively;〈L,⊗, 1〉 is a commutative monoid
(i.e.⊗ is commutative, associative, anda⊗1 = 1⊗a = a for
eacha ∈ L); ⊗ and→ satisfy so-called adjointness property:
a ⊗ b ≤ c iff a ≤ b → c (a, b, c ∈ L); hedge∗ satisfies, for
eacha, b ∈ L,

1∗ = 1, (1)

a∗ ≤ a, (2)

(a → b)∗ ≤ a∗ → b∗, (3)

a∗∗ = a∗. (4)

Each a ∈ L are called a truth degree.⊗ and→ are (truth
functions of) “fuzzy conjunction” and “fuzzy implication”.
Hedge∗ is a (truth function of) logical connective “very true”,
see [13], [14]. Properties (1)–(4) have natural interpretations,
e.g. (2) can be read: “ifa is very true, thena is true”, (3) can be
read: “if a → b is very true and ifa is very true, thenb is very
true”, etc. A common choice ofL is a structure withL = [0, 1]
(unit interval), ∧ and ∨ being minimum and maximum,⊗
being a left-continuous t-norm with the corresponding→.
Three most important pairs of adjoint operations on the unit
interval are: Łukasiewicz (a ⊗ b = max(a + b − 1, 0), a →
b = min(1−a+ b, 1)), Gödel: (a⊗ b = min(a, b), a → b = 1
if a ≤ b, a → b = b else), Goguen (product): (a ⊗ b = a · b,
a → b = 1 if a ≤ b, a → b = b

a else). Complete residuated
lattices include also finite structures of truth degrees. For
instance, one can putL = {a0 = 0, a1, . . . , an = 1} ⊆ [0, 1]
(a0 < · · · < an) with ⊗ given byak⊗al = amax(k+l−n,0) and
the corresponding→ given byak → al = amin(n−k+l,n). Such
an L is called a finite Łukasiewicz chain. Another possibility
is a finite G̈odel chain which consists ofL and restrictions
of Gödel operations on[0, 1] to L. A special case of both of
these chains is the Boolean algebra withL = {0, 1} (structure
of truth degrees of classical logic).

Note that two boundary cases of hedges are (i) identity, i.e.
a∗ = a (a ∈ L); (ii) globalization [17]:

a∗ =
{

1 if a = 1,
0 otherwise.

(5)

Given L which serves as a structure of truth degrees, we
define usual notions: anL-set (fuzzy set)A in universeU
is a mappingA : U → L, A(u) being interpreted as “the
degree to whichu belongs toA”. If U is a finite universe
U = {u1, . . . , un} then anL-set A in U can be denoted by
A = {a1/u1, . . . ,

an/un} meaning thatA(ui) equalsai (i =
1, . . . , n). For brevity, we introduce the following convention:
we write {. . . , u, . . . } instead of{. . . , 1/u, . . . }, and we also
omit elements ofU whose membership degree is zero. For
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example, we write{u, 0.5/v} instead of{1/u, 0.5/v, 0/w}, etc.
Let LU denote the collection of allL-sets inU . The operations
with L-sets are defined componentwise. For instance, intersec-
tion of L-setsA,B ∈ LU is anL-set A ∩ B in U such that
(A∩B)(u) = A(u)∧B(u) (u ∈ U ); A∗(u) = A(u)∗ (u ∈ U ).
For a ∈ L andA ∈ LU , we defineL-setsa ⊗ A (a-multiple
of A) anda → A (a-shift of A) by (a⊗ A)(u) = a⊗ A(u),
(a → A)(u) = a → A(u) (u ∈ U ). BinaryL-relations (binary
fuzzy relations) betweenU andV can be thought of asL-sets
in U × V . Given A,B ∈ LU , we define a subsethood degree

S(A,B) =
∧

u∈U

(
A(u) → B(u)

)
, (6)

which generalizes the classical subsethood relation⊆ in a
fuzzy setting. Described verbally,S(A,B) represents a degree
to which A is a subset ofB. In particular, we writeA ⊆ B
iff S(A,B) = 1. As a consequence, we haveA ⊆ B iff
A(u) ≤ B(u) for eachu ∈ U . In the following we use well-
known properties of residuated lattices and fuzzy structures
which can be found in monographs [1], [13].

A systemS = {Ai ∈ LU | i ∈ I} is said to be closed under
S∗-intersections iff, for eachB ∈ LU ,⋂

i∈I(S(B,Ai)∗ → Ai) ∈ S. (7)

A systemS ⊆ LU closed underS∗-intersections is called an
L∗-closure system inU . An L∗-closure operator (or, a fuzzy
closure operator with hedge∗) on a setU is a mappingC :
LU → LU satisfying, for eachA,B1, B2 ∈ LU ,

A ⊆ C(A), (8)

S(B1, B2)∗ ≤ S(C(B1), C(B2)), (9)

C(A) = C(C(A)). (10)

Theorem 1 (see [3]):C : LU → LU is anL∗-closure ope-
rator on U iff it satisfies(8) and the following condition:

S(B1, C(B2))∗ ≤ S(C(B1), C(B2)). (11)

A systemS ⊆ LU which is closed under arbitrary intersections
is an L∗-closure system iff, for eacha ∈ L and A ∈ S, we
havea∗ → A ∈ S.

Theorem 2 (see [3]):Let S = {Ai ∈ LU | i ∈ I} be an
L∗-closure system. ThenCS : LU → LU defined by

CS(B) =
⋂

i∈I(S(B,Ai)∗ → Ai) (12)

is an L∗-closure operator. Moreover, for eachB ∈ LU , we
haveB ∈ S iff B = CS(B).

Let C : LU → LU be anL∗-closure operator. ThenSC =
{A ∈ LU |A = C(A)} is an L∗-closure system.

In addition to Theorem 2, there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence betweenL∗-closure operators onU and L∗-closure
systems onU [3]. In detail, letC be anL∗-closure operator
on U , S be anL∗-closure system onU . ThenSC is anL∗-
closure system onU , CS is anL∗-closure operator onU , and
we haveC = CSC

andS = SCS , i.e. the mappingsC 7→ SC

andS 7→ CS are mutually inverse. See [3] for more details.

III. F UZZY ATTRIBUTE IMPLICATIONS

We now recall basic notions of fuzzy attribute logic (FAL).
More details can be found in [2], [4], [6].

Let Y denote afinite set of attributes,eachy ∈ Y will be
called anattribute. A fuzzy attribute implication(over attri-
butesY ) is an expressionA ⇒ B, whereA,B ∈ LY are fuzzy
sets of attributes. Fuzzy attribute implications (FAIs) are the
formulas of fuzzy attribute logic. In order to consider semantic
validity (truth) of FAIs, we introduce a semantic component
in which we evaluate FAIs and their formal interpretation. The
intuitive meaning we wish to give toA ⇒ B is: “if it is (very)
true that an object has all attributes fromA, then it has also
all attributes fromB”. Formally, for an L-set M ∈ LY of
attributes, we define atruth degree||A ⇒ B||M ∈ L to which
A ⇒ B is true in M by

||A ⇒ B||M = S(A,M)∗ → S(B,M), (13)

whereS(· · ·) denote subsethood degrees, see (6). The degree
||A ⇒ B||M can be understood as follows: ifM (semantic
component) represents presence of attributes of some object,
i.e. M(y) is truth degree to which “the object has the attribute
y ∈ Y ”, then ||A ⇒ B||M is the truth degree to which “if
the object has all attributes fromA, then it has all attributes
from B”, which corresponds to the desired interpretation of
A ⇒ B. Note also that the hedge∗ servers as a modifier of
interpretation ofA ⇒ B, see [2], [4], [6] for details.

Let T be a set of fuzzy attribute implications. AnL-set
M ∈ LY is called amodel ofT if, for each A ⇒ B ∈ T ,
||A ⇒ B||M = 1. The set of all models ofT will be denoted
by Mod(T ), i.e.

Mod(T ) = {M ∈ LY | for eachA ⇒ B ∈ T :
||A ⇒ B||M = 1}. (14)

A degree||A ⇒ B||T ∈ L to which A ⇒ B semantically
follows fromT is defined by

||A ⇒ B||T =
∧

M∈Mod(T ) ||A ⇒ B||M . (15)

Described verbally,||A ⇒ B||T is defined to be the degree
to which “A ⇒ B is true in each model ofT ”. Hence,
degrees||· · ·||T defined by (15) represent degrees of semantic
entailment fromT . Let us note that degrees||· · ·||T can also
be fully described via the (syntactic) concept of aprovability
degree, see [6] for a survey.

IV. CLOSUREPROPERTIES OFMODELS OFFAIS

In this section we focus on problems related with closure
properties of models of sets of fuzzy attribute implications. We
show that all models of a set of fuzzy attribute implications
form an L∗-closure system. Furthermore, we show several
important properties of the closure operator (with hedge)
induced by the system of all models.

Until otherwise mentioned, we letL be a complete resid-
uated lattice with hedge∗, Y be a set of attributes,T be a
set of FAIs overY . Notice thatMod(T ) is a collection of
fuzzy sets in universeY , i.e. Mod(T ) ⊆ LY . Also, note that
each degree of truth||· · ·||M in M and thus all the derived
notions like model and semantic entailment depend on∗. That
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is, for two complete residuated lattices with hedgesL1 and
L2 which differ only in definitions of hedges, a set of FAIsT
has possibly different models. This has particular relevance for
the closure properties of models which depend on the hedge
as it is shown below. In classical setting, the collection of all
models of a set of attribute implications form a closure system.
In our setting, we have the following

Theorem 3: Mod(T ) is an L∗-closure system inY .

Proof: Due to Theorem 1, it suffices to check that (i)Mod(T )
is closed under arbitrary intersections; and that (ii) alla∗-shifts
of models fromMod(T ) belong toMod(T ).

“(i)”: Take an I-indexed system{Mi ∈ Mod(T ) | i ∈ I} of
models ofT . We show that

⋂
i∈IMi is a model ofT . Thus,

we check that, for eachA ⇒ B ∈ T , ||A ⇒ B||T
i∈IMi

= 1.
Since eachMi is a model ofT , for anyA ⇒ B ∈ T , we have
||A ⇒ B||Mi

= 1, i.e. S(A,Mi)∗ ≤ S(B,Mi). Now, using
the fact that(

∧
j∈J aj)∗ ≤

∧
j∈J a∗j , we get

S(A,
⋂

i∈IMi)∗ =
(∧

i∈I S(A,Mi)
)∗ ≤ ∧

i∈I S(A,Mi)∗ ≤
≤

∧
i∈I S(B,Mi) = S(B,

⋂
i∈IMi),

proving ||A ⇒ B||T
i∈IMi

= 1. Hence,
⋂

i∈IMi ∈ Mod(T ).
“(ii)”: Take M ∈ Mod(T ) and any truth degreea ∈ L. It

suffices to show thata∗ → M belongs toMod(T ). Recall that
a∗ → M is anL-set of attributes such that, for each attribute
y ∈ Y , (a∗ → M)(y) = a∗ → M(y). SinceM is a model
of T , for eachA ⇒ B ∈ T , we have||A ⇒ B||M = 1, i.e.,
S(A,M)∗ ≤ S(B,M). Using (3), (4), and monotony of→
in the second argument, we further get that

S(A, a∗ → M)∗ = (a∗ → S(A,M))∗ ≤
≤ a∗∗ → S(A,M)∗ = a∗ → S(A,M)∗ ≤
≤ a∗ → S(B,M) = S(B, a∗ → M).

The latter inequality yields||A ⇒ B||a∗→M = 1 for each FAI
A ⇒ B ∈ T , i.e. a∗ → M ∈ Mod(T ).

Remark 1:Degrees||· · ·||T were introduced as degrees of
entailment from ordinary sets of FAIs. In fuzzy setting it is
natural and often desirable to consider entailment from fuzzy
collectionsT of formulas, where eachT (ϕ) (degree to which
formulaϕ belongs toT ) is interpreted as the degree to which
“ϕ is prescribed byT ”. In case of FAIs, one can proceed as
follows. For a fuzzy setT of FAIs, M ∈ LY is called a model
of T if ||A ⇒ B||M ≥ T (A ⇒ B). The collection of all
models of a fuzzy setT of FAIs will be denoted byMod(T ).
Observe that ifT is a crisp set, i.e. if for eachA ⇒ B we have
T (A ⇒ B) ∈ {0, 1}, then due to the correspondence between
crisp sets and ordinary sets,Mod(T ) coincides with (14). Now,
for a fuzzy setT of FAIs, one can define degrees of entailment
by ||A ⇒ B||T =

∧
M∈Mod(T ) ||A ⇒ B||M , see [6]. Hence,

entailment from ordinary sets of FAIs (15) can be seen as a
particular case of more general a concept, namely, the concept
of entailment from fuzzy sets of FAIs. From this point of view
it may be surprising that each collectionMod(T ) of models
of a fuzzy setT of FAIs is also anL∗-closure system (we
postpone proof of this claim to a full version of the paper).

The following assertion shows that eachL∗-closure system
is a system of all models of some set of FAIs.

Theorem 4: Let S be an L∗-closure system inY . Then
there is a setT of FAIs overY such thatS = Mod(T ).
Proof: PutT = {A ⇒ CS(A) |A ∈ LY }. Let M ∈ S, i.e. we
haveM = CS(M). ThenS(A,M)∗ ≤ S(CS(A), CS(M)) =
S(CS(A),M) by (9), which gives||A ⇒ CS(A)||M = 1, i.e.
M is a model ofT . This provesS ⊆ Mod(T ). Conversely
let M 6∈ S, i.e. M 6= CS(M). This is, we haveM ⊂ CS(M)
by (8), which further givesS(CS(M),M) 6= 1. Hence,
||M ⇒ CS(M)||M = S(M,M)∗ → S(CS(M),M) = 1∗ →
S(CS(M),M) = S(CS(M),M) 6= 1, i.e. M 6∈ Mod(T ),
showingMod(T ) ⊆ S.

Remark 2:Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 now yield thatL∗-
closure systems and models of sets of FAIs coincide. This has
important consequences. For instance, anyL∗-closure system
can be described by a set of FAIs.

From Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 we derive thatMod(T )
induces anL∗-closure operatorCMod(T ) : LY → LY such
that M = CMod(T )(M) iff M ∈ Mod(T ). Directly from its
definition, CMod(T )(M) is the least model inMod(T ) that
containsM (in sense of theL-set inclusion “⊆”). Thus, if
M ′ ∈ Mod(T ) such thatM ⊆ M ′, thenCMod(T )(M) ⊆ M ′.

The definition of CMod(T ) provides no feasible way to
compute the closure of a givenM because its direct appli-
cation suggests iteration over all models inMod(T ). Also,
Mod(T ) may be infinite providedL is infinite. We now give
a constructive description ofCMod(T ) which can be used to
compute the closures.

First, for any setT of FAIs and any fuzzy setM ∈ LY of
attributes define a fuzzy setMT ∈ LY of attributes by

MT = M ∪
⋃
{B ⊗ S(A,M)∗ |A ⇒ B ∈ T}. (16)

Using (16), for each nonnegative integern we define a fuzzy
setMTn ∈ LY of attributes by

MTn =
{

M for n = 0
(MTn−1)T for n ≥ 1.

(17)

Finally, we define an operatorclT : LY → LY by

clT (M) =
⋃∞

n=0 MTn . (18)

Lemma 1: For eachM ∈ Mod(T ), clT (M) = M .

Proof: Take A ⇒ B ∈ T . SinceM is a model ofT , we
have ||A ⇒ B||M = 1, i.e. S(A,M)∗ ≤ S(B,M). Hence,
by adjointness,S(A,M)∗ ⊗ B ⊆ M . Thus, (16) yields that
MT ⊆ M . The converse inclusion is trivial. That is, (17)
and (18) give thatM = MT0 = MT1 = MT2 = · · · and
consequentlyM =

⋃∞
n=0 MTn = clT (M).

Theorem 5: Let L andY be both finite,T be a set of FAIs
overY . Then clT is anL∗-closure operator such that, for each
M ∈ LY , CMod(T)(M) = clT (M).
Proof: SinceCMod(T) is anL∗-closure operator, it suffices to
check thatCMod(T) coincides withclT . This can be proved by
showing that, for eachL-set M ∈ LY of attributes,clT (M)
is the least model inMod(T ) which is greater than or equal
to M . The claim thatM ⊆ clT (M) follows directly from the
definition of clT , i.e. it remains to show thatclT (M) belongs
to Mod(T ) and thatclT (M) is the least model containingM .
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Observe that since bothL (structure of truth degrees) andY
(set of attributes) are finite, there exists a nonnegative integer
k such thatclT (M) = MTk , whereMTk is defined by (17).
Indeed, the finiteness ofL andY gives thatLY is finite, i.e. in
the chainMT0 ⊆ MT1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ MTk ⊆ · · · formed of fuzzy
sets of attributes defined by (17), there can be only finitely
many proper inclusions “⊂”. Thus, k satisfying clT (M) =
MTk always exists andMTk = MTk+1 = MTk+2 = · · · .

We now prove thatclT (M) ∈ Mod(T ). Take anyA ⇒ B ∈
T . SinceclT (M) = MTk = MTk+1 , using (16), we get that

S(A, clT (M))∗ ⊗B = S(A,MTk)∗ ⊗B ⊆ (MTk)T =

= MTk+1 = MTk = clT (M).

Thus, by adjointness,S(A, clT (M))∗ ⊗ B ⊆ clT (M) yields
S(A, clT (M))∗ ≤ B(y) → clT (M)(y) (y ∈ Y ). Hence, it
follows that S(A, clT (M))∗ ≤ S(B, clT (M)), i.e. we have
that ||A ⇒ B||clT (M) = 1, showingclT (M) ∈ Mod(T ).

We have shown thatclT (M) is a model ofT which contains
M . Take anyM ′ ∈ Mod(T ) such thatM ⊆ M ′. It remains to
show thatclT (M) ⊆ M ′. But this is immediate because from
M ⊆ M ′ it follows that clT (M) ⊆ clT (M ′) (operatorclT is
obviously monotone) and Lemma 1 yieldsclT (M ′) = M ′.

Remark 3:Theorem 5 shows that for finiteL and Y , the
operatorCMod(T ) induced by theL∗-closure system of models
Mod(T ) coincides with the operatorclT given by (18). This
enables us to compute the closureCMod(T )(M) of a given
M ∈ LY (providedL is finite) using the following algorithm.

INPUT: set of FAIsT , M ∈ LY

OUTPUT: CMod(T )(M)
1) If, for eachA ⇒ B ∈ T , B ⊗ S(A,M)∗ ⊆ M , then go

to step 3); else go to step 2);
2) take anyA ⇒ B ∈ T such thatB ⊗ S(A,M)∗ 6⊆ M ;

setM to M ∪ (B ⊗ S(A,M)∗); goto step 1);
3) returnM .

Let us note that for certain hedges, the algorithm can be
improved. For instance, if∗ is globalization, see (5), then we
can introduce an extended variant of the LinClosure algorithm
which is in its basic form known from database systems,
see [15]. It is then possible to compute the closure ofM in a
linear time depending on the size ofT . We postpone details
due to the full version of the paper.

The following assertion shows that least models can be used
to characterize degrees of semantic entailment from sets of
FAIs. This is an important property which generalizes the well-
known property from classical setting. An interesting thing to
stress is that even if we work with arbitrary degrees||· · ·||T
of entailment (i.e., not only with0 and 1), we are still able
to characterize||· · ·||T using subsethood degrees (see (6) in
Section II).

Theorem 6: For each setT of FAIs andA ⇒ B,

||A ⇒ B||T = ||A ⇒ B||CMod(T )(A) = S(B,CMod(T )(A)).

Proof: Clearly, we have||A ⇒ B||T ≤ ||A ⇒ B||CMod(T )(A)

becauseCMod(T )(A) ∈ Mod(T ). Moreover,CMod(T ) satisfies

condition (8), i.e., we have

||A ⇒ B||CMod(T )(A) =

= S(A,CMod(T )(A))∗ → S(B,CMod(T )(A)) =
= 1 → S(B,CMod(T )(A)) = S(B,CMod(T )(A)).

Take anyM ∈ Mod(T ). Applying (9), we get

S(B,CMod(T )(A))⊗ S(A,M)∗ ≤
≤ S(B,CMod(T )(A))⊗ S(CMod(T )(A), CMod(T )(M)) ≤
≤ S(B,CMod(T )(M)) = S(B,M).

By adjointness, the following inequality

S(B,CMod(T )(A)) ≤ S(A,M)∗→ S(B,M) = ||A ⇒ B||M

is true for each modelM ∈ Mod(T ). Hence, it follows that
S(B,CMod(T )(A)) ≤ ||A ⇒ B||T .

Remark 4:Theorem 6 and the algorithm in Remark 3 allow
us to determine||A ⇒ B||T using a single model ofT which
can be computed by the algorithm in Remark 3. Thus, for
a finite L, a setT of FAIs, and a FAIA ⇒ B, we first
computeCMod(T )(A) and than compute the subsethood degree
S(B,CMod(T )(A)) which equals, by Theorem 6, to the degree
||A ⇒ B||T to which A ⇒ B is entailed byT .

V. NON-REDUNDANT BASES OFDATA TABLES WITH

FUZZY ATTRIBUTES

In classical setting, by a non-redundancy of a set of formulas
T is meant a property which says that no formula inT is
entailed by the other ones fromT . In our setting, we define
non-redundancy as follows. A setT of FAIs is non-redundant
if there is noA ⇒ B ∈ T such that||A ⇒ B||T−{A⇒B} = 1.
In other words,T is non-redundant iff, for eachA ⇒ B ∈
T , we have||A ⇒ B||T−{A⇒B} 6= 1. As one can see, our
concept of non-redundancy naturally extends the ordinary one
in a fuzzy setting—ifL (our structure of truth degrees) is the
two-element Boolean algebra (structure of truth degrees of the
classical logic), we get exactly the usual concept.

SetsT1 and T2 of FAIs are equivalent, written T1 ≡ T2

if, for eachA ⇒ B, we have||A ⇒ B||T1 = ||A ⇒ B||T2 .
Described verbally, two sets of FAIs are equivalent if they
fully agree on degrees of semantic entailment, i.e. the sets
are indistinguishable in sense of their semantic consequences.
Hence, one can substitute two equivalent sets of FAIs and
still have the same degrees of entailment. From this point
of view it might be desirable to find, for a givenT , a non-
redundant setT ′ which is equivalent toT becauseT ′ would
be a least set which encompasses the same information about
semantic entailment asT . The following assertion will be used
to remove redundant FAIs from a set of FAIs.

Lemma 2: Let T be a set of FAIs,T ′ = T −{A ⇒ B}. If
||A ⇒ B||T ′ = 1, thenT ≡ T ′.

Proof: Clearly, it suffices to show thatMod(T ) = Mod(T ′).
By definition of T ′, we getMod(T ) ⊆ Mod(T ′). Now, take
any M ∈ Mod(T ′). TakeC ⇒ D ∈ T . If C ⇒ D ∈ T ′, then
||C ⇒ D||M = 1 becauseM is a model ofT ′. If C ⇒ D 6∈
T ′, thenC ⇒ D is A ⇒ B. In that case,||A ⇒ B||T ′ = 1,
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i.e. A ⇒ B is true in degree1 in each model ofT ′ and that
includesM . Hence,M ∈ Mod(T ).

Remark 5:Using the observation in Lemma 2, one can
find a non-redundant set of FAIs which is equivalent to the
original one by removing of FAIs. In more detail, ifL is
finite, one can check that||A ⇒ B||T ′ = 1 using the
procedure in Remark 4. Since we are interested in entailment
in degree1 (full entailment), the criterion for||A ⇒ B||T ′ = 1
further simplifies. In fact, we have||A ⇒ B||T ′ = 1 iff
B ⊆ CMod(T ′)(A), whereCMod(T ′)(A) can be computed by
the procedure described in Remark 3. To sum up, we have the
following algorithm:

INPUT: set of FAIsT
OUTPUT: non-redundant set of FAIs equivalent toT

1) If, for eachA ⇒ B ∈ T , B * CMod(T−{A⇒B})(A),
then go to step 3); else go to step 2);

2) takeA ⇒ B ∈ T such thatB ⊆ CMod(T−{A⇒B})(A);
removeA ⇒ B from T ; go to step 1);

3) returnT .

Note that a non-redundant set obtained by the algorithm is
not given uniquely. The resulting non-redundant sets can vary
depending in which order we remove FAIs from the original
set. It can happen that we can arrive even to non-redundant
bases with different sizes.

A non-redundant setT is interesting if T describes all
dependencies which are true in a given data set. In that case,
T is a least description of the dependencies in the data set,
i.e. no proper subset ofT can do this job. In the rest of this
section we show a method of generating non-redundant sets
of FAIs describing dependencies which are true in particular
data sets. Our data sets will be so-called data tables with fuzzy
attributes. A definition follows.

Let X andY be finite sets of objects and attributes (Y plays
the same role as before), respectively,I : X × Y → L be a
binary L-relation betweenX andY . T = 〈X, Y, I〉 is called
a data table with fuzzy attributes.T represents a table which
assigns to each objectx ∈ X (table row) and each attribute
y ∈ Y (table column) a truth degreeI(x, y) ∈ L (table entry)
to which objectx has attributey. A degree||A ⇒ B||T to
which a fuzzy attribute implicationA ⇒ B (over Y ) is true
in T = 〈X, Y, I〉 is defined by

||A ⇒ B||T =
∧

x∈X ||A ⇒ B||Ix
, (19)

where eachIx (x ∈ X) denotes the row ofT corresponding
to objectx, i.e. Ix ∈ LY is anL-set of attributes defined by
Ix(y) = I(x, y) (y ∈ Y ). A set T of attribute implications
is said to becomplete in data tableT = 〈X, Y, I〉 if, for
eachA ⇒ B, ||A ⇒ B||T = ||A ⇒ B||T (degree to which
A ⇒ B semantically follows fromT is just the degree to
which A ⇒ B is true inT = 〈X, Y, I〉). A set T of attribute
implications is called anon-redundant basis ofT = 〈X, Y, I〉
if T is complete inT andT is non-redundant.

Non-redundant bases of data tables can be computed either
directly or indirectly. In [2], [5], [8] we have presented several
algorithms for direct computation of non-redundant bases.
That is, the algorithms take a data table with fuzzy attributes

as their input and produce its non-redundant basis directly. The
algorithms from [2], [5], [8] have several limitations, we will
comment on this later on. Another approach to generating of
non-redundant bases of data tables is to start with a set which
is complete (in a givenT ) yet reasonably small and find a
non-redundant basis by its reduction. This can be seen as an
indirect procedure because we first need a complete set of FAIs
which is further processed by the algorithm in Remark 5. We
now describe particular complete sets which can be computed
and further reduced. Because of the computational issues, in
what follows we assume thatL is finite.

Given a data table with fuzzy attributesT = 〈X, Y, I〉, for
A ∈ LX (fuzzy set of objects) andB ∈ LY (fuzzy set of
attributes) we defineA⇑ ∈ LY (fuzzy set of attributes) and
B⇓ ∈ LX (fuzzy set of objects) byA⇑(y) =

∧
x∈X(A(x) →

I(x, y)), B⇓(x) =
∧

y∈Y (B(y) → I(x, y)). By definition,A⇑

is the collection of all attributes shared by all objects fromA;
B⇓ is the collection of all objects sharing all attributes from
B. Moreover, for eachB ∈ LY we can considerB⇓∗⇑ ∈ LY

defined by((B⇓)∗)⇑.
In order to describe a set of FAIs which is complete in

a givenT = 〈X, Y, I〉, we introduce a particular collection
P ⊆ LY of L-set of attributes defined by:

(i) P 6= P⇓∗⇑, and
(ii) for eachQ ∈ P such thatQ ⊂ P : Q⇓∗⇑ ⊆ P .

Since bothL and Y , the systemP ⊆ LY is uniquely given
(one can check by induction, see also [12]). Now, the following
assertion says thatP determines a set of FAIs which is
complete inT .

Theorem 7: Let T be a data table with fuzzy attributes,
P be defined as above. ThenT = {P ⇒ P⇓∗⇑ |P ∈ P} is
complete inT .

Proof: We first show thatMod(T ) coincides with{M ∈
LY |M = M⇓∗⇑}. Clearly, for eachM ∈ LY such that
M = M⇓∗⇑ we haveS(P,M)∗ ≤ S(P⇓∗⇑,M⇓∗⇑) because
⇓∗⇑ satisfies (9). Thus,S(P,M)∗ ≤ S(P⇓∗⇑,M), showing
||P ⇒ P⇓∗⇑||M = 1, i.e., we can see thatM is a model of
T . Conversely, letM be a model ofT . For eachQ ∈ P, we
have ||Q ⇒ Q⇓∗⇑||M = 1, i.e. if Q ⊂ M , thenQ⇓∗⇑ ⊆ M .
Thus, if M 6= M⇓∗⇑, then M ∈ P. On the other hand,
||M ⇒ M⇓∗⇑||M 6= 1, contradicting the fact thatM is a
model ofT . Thus, we must haveM = M⇓∗⇑. We have shown
that models ofT are exactly the fixed points of⇓∗⇑. The latter
observation is equivalent to thatT is complete inT , see [2]
and [4, Theorem 4].

Remark 6: If ∗ (the hedge) is globalization, see (5), thenP
defined above is a so-called system of pseudo-intents, see [2],
[6] for details. For the other hedges,P need not be a system
of pseudo-intents. IfP is a system of pseudo-intents, thenT
defined as in Theorem 7 is a non-redundant basis [2], [6].
In [2], [5], [8] we have shown several algorithms to compute
systems of pseudo-intents (and thus non-redundant bases of
data tables with fuzzy attributes, see Remark 6). The algorithm
from [2] works with polynomial time delay but is suitable only
for ∗ being globalization. Another approach presented in [5],
[8] is based on graph-theoretical representation of systems of
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hdg. 0∗ 0.25∗ 0.5∗ 0.75∗ 1∗

∗1 0 0 0 0 1

∗2 0 0 0.5 0.5 1

∗3 0 0.25 0.25 0.25 1

∗4 0 0.25 0.5 0.5 1

∗5 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1

T y z

x1 0.5 0.5

x2 1 0

x3 0.25 0.75

Fig. 1. Hedges (left) and input data table (right)

T1 = {{y,0.5/z}⇒{y, z}, {0.75/y}⇒{y},
{0.5/y,0.75/z}⇒{y, z}, {0.25/y, z}⇒{y, z},
{0.25/y,0.25/z}⇒{0.25/y,0.5/z}, {}⇒{0.25/y}},

T2 = {{0.5/y,0.75/z}⇒{0.75/y, z},
{0.25/y, z}⇒{0.75/y, z}, {}⇒{0.25/y}},

T3 = {{y,0.5/z}⇒{y,0.75/z}, {0.75/y}⇒{y},
{0.5/y,0.75/z}⇒{y,0.75/z}, {0.25/y, z}⇒{y, z},
{0.25/y,0.25/z}⇒{0.25/y,0.5/z}},

T4 = {{0.5/y,0.75/z}⇒{0.75/y,0.75/z},{0.25/y, z}⇒{0.75/y, z},
{0.25/y,0.25/z}⇒{0.25/y,0.5/z},{}⇒{0.25/y}},

T5 = {{0.25/y, z}⇒{0.5/y, z}, {}⇒{0.25/y}}.

Fig. 2. Non-redundant bases of data tables with fuzzy attributes

pseudo-intents. This procedure works with any hedge, however
it can be applied only to small data tables.

Remark 7:For a data tableT with fuzzy attributes we can
compute its non-redundant basis as follows. We first determine
the systemP which can be done with a polynomial time delay
(the idea is analogous to that presented in [2] see also [9],
[11]). Then, due to Theorem 7, we have a setT = {P ⇒
P⇓∗⇑ |P ∈ P} which is complete inT . We then use the
algorithm described in Remark 5 to get a subsetT ′ ⊆ T
which is non-redundant and equivalent toT . Hence,T ′ is a
non-redundant basis of the input data tableT .

Example 1:Let L be the five element Łukasiewicz algebra
with L = {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1} ⊆ [0, 1], ∧ and∨ being mi-
nimum and maximum, respectively.L can be endowed with
five hedges which are displayed in Fig. 1 (left). Each hedge
is represented by a row in the table Fig. 1 (left). Hedge∗1

is the globalization onL, see (5);∗5 is the identity onL;
and ∗2, ∗3, ∗4 represent three intermediate hedges. Consider
a data table with fuzzy attributesT = 〈X, Y, I〉 given by
Fig. 1 (right). That is,X = {x1, x2, x3} (set of objects),Y =
{y, z} (set of attributes), and the table entries in Fig. 1 (right)
defineL-relationI : X×Y → L. For each hedge∗1, . . . , ∗5 we
can compute a non-redundant basis ofT using the algorithm
described in Remark 7. Some of the non-redundant bases we
can get this way are depicted in Fig. 2 (Ti is a non-redundant
basis ofT which was computed using hedge∗i). This example
demonstrates that sizes of bases may vary and are dependent
on the chosen hedge.

VI. CONCLUSIONS ANDFURTHER RESEARCH

This paper shows that fuzzy closure systems with hedges
can be seen as collections of models of fuzzy attributes

implications (FAIs) andvice versa.Thus, we have established
a characterization of sets of models (of FAIs) by their closure
properties. Furthermore, we showed applications of the closure
properties. First, we used the concept of a least model to
characterize degrees of entailment. Second, we showed that
this essential property can be used to find non-redundant bases
of data tables with fuzzy attributes in an efficient way.

Future research will focus on further issues related to
model-theoretical properties of FAIs and non-redundant bases
including the following problems:

• Given two hedges∗1 and ∗2 on a complete residuated
lattice, is there any relationship between non-redundant
bases of data tables generated using∗1 and ∗2? For
instance, can we say anything about the sizes of bases?

• A non-redundant basis need not be minimal in terms of its
size. Also, a non-redundant basis can contain extraneous
attributes (attributes that can be removed without losing
the completeness). It is thus interesting to explore the
possibility to find bases with minimal size and without
any extraneous attributes.
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